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Some thoughts on curing the garlic harvest
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To achieve the highest quality bulbs from a garlic crop, good methods need to be followed
and adequate time assigned to this most important phase of growing garlic for the market.
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Notes from our garlic patch
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Al’s Ramblings: Peculiarities in the 2015 crop
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After several issues of absence, Al Picketts is back with his humorous tales of garlic
this time talking about rounds resulting from spring planting.

About The Garlic News
The Garlic News is a membership newsletter
distributed at cost to members. It provides a
networking forum for the sharing of garlic
information. Started in 2004, it carries on from
where the Garlic Newsletter and The Voice of
Garlic left off.
Back issues are available both in single copy
and attractive 1-year bound sets.
For lists of articles in previous issues, go to:
www.garlicnews.ca/ or,
www.rasacreekfarm.com
The E-Garlic News
The E-Garlic News is available by Email.
Download size is approx. 5 MB. Inquire.
Editorial Policy
The purpose of the Garlic News is to enable
farmers and gardeners to grow better garlic and
enjoy it more. Articles and contributions are
welcome and will be published subject to space
and suitability. They may be edited for length
and content. The Editor reserves the right to
refuse advertising, subscriptions, or material
submitted for publication where, in his sole
discretion, such inclusion would detract from
the worth of the publication. Articles should be
not over 400 words or one page of text and
pictures. No reproduction, duplication or
electronic transmission without the editor’s
written permission. Contents copyright © 2016
Paul Pospisil.

So what does “entrée” mean, anyways? The garlic guru’s recipes for Garlic Dipping
Butter, grilling frozen lobster tails and grilling steaks to go with them.

Rain in a drought year; hardy leek moth & leek moth spread; the Garlic News starts its
13th year; thanks for generosity; renewals due and a handshake across the border.

Spotted on the Internet
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Ketchup, selling fog & sand, Ontario badlands, cartoonist fired, and buckwheat for
wireworm control. The Internet does have a lot of gems if you can find them.

A Garlic Year to Remember: Spring 2016 grower reports
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Early grower reports on possible damage to garlic crops resulting from the strange
weather encountered during an El Nino Year.

Ail Quebec News
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Jean Lafontaine provides some of the results of winter survival of the imported French
garlic growing trials in Quebec.
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Tales of the Stinking Rose from Wild Rose Country
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Liz Tobola recommends opera singing to make OMAs Gourmet Garlic grow.

Andrew Garlic Festival Ad
Our Featured Urban Gardener from Ottawa: Denise Gaulin
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Denise is a practicing Urban Gardener in the Manor Park district in Ottawa. Well done!

Garlic Connections: HCGGA page
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Deb Barnhart provides a glimpse into the 9th Annual Haliburton County Garlic
Festival at its new location at Abbey Gardens and a slate of new attractions.

The Garlic Directory
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Garlic ads, listings and useful garlic contacts. “Don’t hide your garlic under a bushel!”

Recipes for the Garlic News Cookbook Recipe*** Contest
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Chocolate covered garlic bonbons; Karen Poce’s Italian peasant soup with garlic greens.

Recipes from the garlic guru’s kitchen
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Garlic harvest notes: Post Harvest Handling
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Excerpts taken from a 2013 talk by David Stern, Director, Garlic Seed Foundation.

The Garlic Directory: Garlic Products at Wholesale from Eureka
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Al Picketts has garlic and a business to help other market gardeners with their business.

Garlic Festivals Across Canada
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The annual listing of Canadian garlic festivals to give the travelling garliciste a wide
choice of where to go for Canadian grown garlic in season.

Garlic Festival Ads
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Four great garlic festivals.

Competition Rules & Entry Form for Longest Braid
Membership Renewal Form
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(Enclosed, for memberships expiring in 2016)

2016 Eastern Ontario Garlic Awards
(Woodman Trophy)
The Verona Lions Garlic Festival
Saturday, September 3, 2016
Also, the “Longest Braid Competition”

Cash prizes, ribbons, certificates and media recognition for Eastern Ontario’s
Grand Champion and Reserve Grand Champion. Open to all bona fide garlic
growers in the Eastern Ontario region. Contact the editor if you would like to
participate. Ph. 613-273-5683 or email garlicnews@kingston.net.

Longest Braid Fun Competition to mark Garlic Awards 20th Anniversary

Deadline for fall 2016 Issue is August 1
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